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About This Game

Classic Strategy. Classic Fun.
Tension, gripping story lines, and highly competitive ladder are all things you WON'T find here. Instead, join the random

escapades of a bloated military faction as they try to uphold peace through brute force.

This Real Time Strategy Game lets you command armies in a single player campaign with a variety of missions ranging from
the insane to the merely absurd. A callback to both old and new strategy games alike, lovers of the genre will have a blast.

Game Features:

- 15 Mission Campaign
- Army customization hub between missions

- Over 30 unique units across 5 factions
- Super Weapons to alter the tide of any battle

- A Healthy helping of parody of the RTS genre.

New Content - SwapOut! Play campaign style missions with/against any playable faction (beta)

Upcoming Features:

- More Swap Out Missions
- More Swap Out Factions
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Brought to you by Heat Wave Games, a one man studio hellbent on creating wacky stuff.
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Title: BattleMore
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Heat Wave Games
Publisher:
Heat Wave Games
Release Date: 16 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8 / 10

Processor: 2 Ghz Dual Core

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce GTX 275 / ATI Radeon 4770

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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Honestly a very fun experience, and a zombie apocolypse story with a unique playing style. I don't think I've seen a zombie
game quite like this one. Well done and diverse characters and fun romance scenes. Some lacklusters components, very short,
and a questionable ending though. All together a 7.5\/10. Short version: Simcity on steroids
Long version: You are doing a million things at the same time. Building houses and power. DESTROYING ALL THOSE
$@#%ING SHANTIES. Defending the island. Balancing local politics. Shooting rebels. Ooh, oil. Drill the oil. Build houses
again. Destroy shanties. keep the Americans and Russians happy. Test dem nukes. Now the Environmentalists hate you.
Assassinate some enemies. Win the election. Repeat.
But it's still fun.
I love getting a massive army, winning the election, and pacifiying the island.
Wait, why are you reading this? hurry up and buy the game!. good dlc i love it. It's good old Centipede with autofire and
powerups to make things more interesting. To balance things out, bugs take more hits to destroy (you still die in one hit, of
course), and you can't get any extra lives besides the 3 you start out with. Additionally, each level has a time limit, after which
everything goes haywire, the caterpillar speeds up and spiders spawn all over the place, making it very difficult to survive.
Overall, easier than the original, though later levels are pretty intense, and there's always the challenge of getting a high place on
the leaderboard.. It's funny how a little shift in context can change things. Puzzles in Rusty Lake: Roots operate on about the
same wavelength as Rusty Lake Hotel, but by presenting them in smaller self-contained little puzzle sections rather than the
larger puzzle-dense rooms from Hotel's point-and-click adventure presentation style, it brings some more focus to the game.

That might not be the answer for every adventure, but it works for Roots, whose peculiar puzzle style feels alien but internally
consistent when you get used to it. As you piece together macabre puzzles and unravel old family mysteries, you put together
some of the background for events in Rusty Lake Hotel (and the much-expanded universe of free and paid games around it,) but
it's impressive how well Roots stands on its own.

Adventure game fans and enthusiasts of Escape-the-Room type games alike will find a lot to like here.. Before I begin, I have
done a single match.

I like to game a 4/10 as it is now. While it certainly leaves a lot to be desired, the game itself is a very good teaching tool for the
concept of strategy in general, specificially combined land/air/naval assaults. The AI is neither good nor terrible, providing a
casual challenge to the player.

The voice-acting could certainly use an improvement, and I'd love to have some in-game music as opposed to me playing
whatever music I have on my computer. There are a good amount of typos that I would like to see corrected in the game itself,
but understand that this gamew as released only two months ago and was most recently updated 3 days ago. This game is in it's
infancy and I am optimistic that Windforce is working on refining the game.. This game is so difficult but it's defo one of those
that you make it a personal thing to get better at. Really enjoyed it and will be playing more of it in the future.

Here's a video of me playing it if you're interested, which I'm sure you aren't, ha.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/TnIS1Mj-JNM. Unexpectedly fun and enjoyable.
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2 Stars - Good way to price down the DLC but it should have included all DLC. It was nice and relaxing. As one who is
suffering from cancer and chemotherapy, relaxation and getting away from it all is what I seek often. Fatigue keeps me from
doing much adventuring or action games.

With that said, I have only three requests at this time for the developer. They probably already have these in mind but just in
case:

The ability to delete an object. There might be a way but I haven't found it. I put the wrong window type in and couldn't get rid
of it, so I just placed it out of the way.

Windows that you can see through without the blurriness. I was building a small cabin on a hill overlooking the ocean and the
window panes are blurry.

Lastly, a way to save the island so that we can come back and work on our construction some more.

If some of these have been addressed, I apologize in advance. I enjoy just wandering around and exploring too so the game is
well worth the cost for me.. Unless you are desperate after a Store management game there are others which are superior in
every way.

This game is simple, without any real management, the game is about selling items, upgrade store and beating rival stores over
time.. This is a port from a mobile game, and a bad one at that. It literally crashes every single time I play it. I had to keep going
back into it just to suffer through 5 minutes of gameplay just to leave a comment.. Looks vile and boring af. Just play any sonic
game instead of this pile of♥♥♥♥♥. Fun little time waster, but unfortunately its just too slow paced to be interesting for that
long. Thanks for the free game and a really friendly developer :D. Breathing Fear is an interesting game to write about. On one
hand, its got some decent pixel art, a haunting atmosphere and it even manages some genuinely competent horror, somthing that
so many other games fail to achieve. Its not without its flaws, wnadering back and forth can be tedious, an emphasis on multiple
playthroughs ruins many attempts to scare the player and the interactive elements are very shallow.

A more in depth analysis can be found here:
https://unproductivesod.com/2016/10/30/review-breathing-fear. EDIT; 4\/17\/2017: so it appears that this game was updated for
worse in the past year or so. Now it seems that the game's physics have changed causing instadeath by maneuvers that once
wouldn't harm you at all and, as a bonus, the game no longer seems to support ANY controllers natively (and believe me, I have
quite a few). But hey, now achievements work; that's what we all wanted, right?! Whatever happened, steam now seems to be
the worst place to purchase a fun but humanly flawed game called Gish. Review has been changed to negative.

Original: This is an interesting and mostly fun physics platformer, though not without its flaws. You are Gish, a liquidy ball of
tar, and you must use your shifting weight to overcome a variety of puzzles. The game isn't the most polished, and the controls
can be very frustrating at times, but all in all this is a decent early indie game that takes clear influences from classic Mario
games while adding in something new.. TO THE PEOPLE - dont waste your time with this unfinished game

Verry Boring, very mundane, no Leveling Up Menue, No Loot, No Story Line, Poor Graphics, No Settings, No Tutorial, No
Gold, too simple, Dumbly challenging, you get about ( 8 buttons - Movement 4, healing magic 1, thrust attack 1, basic attack 1,
Escape 1 ) No inventory, no NPCs, no dialogue (not even text based).

TO THE DEVELOPER

Honestly its a GOOD START good game developer i mean it its a good START, you need to incorprate a little bit more but i
am glad you are charging low for this im guessing your goal developer was toget a little bit of money through royalty gaming
checks? makes sense but if you want to make a little more profit ADD MORE CONTENT. I doubt the developer will read this
but if he did MAKE IMPROVEMENTS make it more entertaining by addind in a little bit more infact i have a really good
refrence for you to build onto this game for

The Enchanted Cave
The Enchanted Cave 2 - These two games have the exact graphics and combat in your game but they added in a lot more
. Odd difficulty.
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A bit glitchy in a lot of ways, especially near the end of the game. The game doesn't use the typical "introduce a new mechanic
and then make the mechanic steadily more difficult", it just throws the mechanic at your face and tells you to figure it out.
The game uses a health system, but a lot of things will just instant kill you despite it not seeming extremely dangerous.
Small ball of spikes in the center of the room? Instant death. Touched the side of a spike a little bit? Instant death. Spikes on the
front of a minecart barrelling towards you? Surprisingly little damage.
I typically don't feel in control of my character, especially in combat. Knockback is absurd and completely locks you out of your
character for way too long.

The story is mediocre, though I will say that the artwork is pretty decent.

The powerups for the wolf feel somewhat satisfying. You steadily get stronger as the game goes on if you find the secrets.
The powerups for Selena feel like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Everything is about her "special arrows", but enemies
rarely drop ammunition for them. Need hearts for using wolf powers? Everything will drop them. Need an arrow so that the
basic enemy will die in less than 6 hits? Sucks.

Edit: Forgot to mention, the bats are the worst designed enemies I think I've ever seen. They die in one hit, but good luck hitting
them with Selena OR the wolf. They just spawn infinitely at the side of the screen until you reach a certain point on the screen,
which is sometimes directly beside their spawn.
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